Mackenzi Abbott, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Rima Abram*, Music Pre-Major
Lauren Adam, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Michael Adamo*, Theatre, BA
Faith Adams, Performance, BM
Sara Alban, Interior Design, BS
Celeste Alvarado, Modern Dance, BFA
Ashley Anderson, Theatre, BA
Eleanor Anderson, Interior Design, BS
Sarah Anglen, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Sophia Antoniuk, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Makenzie Ashley, Graphic Design, BFA
Matthew Assis, Music Pre-Major
Christine Babcock*, Interior Design, BS
Isabella Baker, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Lauren Baker, Music Education, BME
Lyvia Baldner, Ballet, BFA
Annika Ballestro, Graphic Design, BFA
Michael Bamberg, Performance, BM
Erin Banks, Ballet/Modern, BFA
Alea Beaman, Graphic Design, BFA
Tychelle Bearden, Theatre, BFA
Jack Beckley, Music Education, BME
Karson Beer, Music Education, BME
Natalie Benefield, Music, BA
Francesca Berg, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Axel Bevensee, Music Pre-Major
Audrey Beyersdorfer*, Theatre, BFA
Rynne Bishop*, Theatre, BFA
Taylor Bockrath*, Theatre, BFA
Caroline Boeckman, Interior Design Pre-Major
Aubrey Bosse*, Performance, BM
Amber Bowen*, Music Pre-Major
Noah Bowles*, Performance, BM
Whitley Boyd*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Keaton Brandt*, Theatre, BFA
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Grace Bridges, Graphic Design, BFA
Cathleen Brierty, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Rachel Brookover*, Music Education, BME
Kylee Brown*, Theatre, BFA
Sarah Bryan, Music Pre-Major
Mary Burchill*, Theatre, BFA
Kayden Burns*, Music Pre-Major
Abigail Burris, Theatre, BFA
Willow Busselman*, Ballet/Modern, BFA
Rylan Butera*, Music, BA
Michaela Butts*, Modern Dance, BFA
Madeline Butz*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Katharine Campbell, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Allen Campoy, Music Education, BME
Ana Canseco, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Gabriela Cardoza, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Ethan Casella, Graphic Design, BFA
Jacob Cauley, Music Education, BME
Jesalyn Chan*, Ballet, BFA
Sasha Chapman, Modern Dance, BFA
Sarah Clark*, Music Education, BME
Randolph Clute*, Studio Art, BFA
Harper Collins, Interior Design Pre-Major
Emma Colwell*, Theatre, BFA
Marielis Conde Mendez, Studio Art, BFA
Olivia Cooke*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Madison Cooper, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Kaylee Cordes, Music Education, BME
Kaitlyn Coskun*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Kelsey Cottrell, Ballet, BFA
Kaylen Couch, Graphic Design, BFA
Taylor Courtney*, Music Education, BME
Nicole Cowan*, Performance, BM
Indigo Crandell*, Theatre, BFA
Christina Cranshaw*, Theatre, BFA
Joshua Crossman, Music Pre-Major
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Sarah Cuttic, Graphic Design, BFA
Anna Damerau*, Performance, BM
Juliana DeBellis, Ballet, BFA
Savannah DeCrow*, Theatre, BFA
Elizabeth Delapaz, Graphic Design, BFA
Devan DeLugo, Theatre, BFA
Natalie Deptula, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Miles Dolney*, Theatre, BFA
Hailey Dondis, Interior Design Pre-Major
Tyler Dorney, Theatre, BFA
Kira Drawe, Ballet, BFA
Erin Drumm, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Portia Durant*, Theatre, BFA
Isabella Echeverria, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Savannah Ekrut, Performance, BM
Samantha Ely*, Music Education, BME
Haley Emerson, Music Education, BME
Hannah Emerson*, Interior Design Pre-Major
Jack Emery*, Music Education, BME
Abigail Evans, Graphic Design, BFA
Alden Evans, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Coleton Evans*, Music, BA
Emily Evans, Interior Design Pre-Major
Liam Evans*, Ballet, BFA
Margaret Ewing*, Theatre, BFA
Kalina Fajardo, Music Education, BME
Kathryn Falterman, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Joi Flake*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Morgan Fleming, Interior Design, BS
Lindsay Franzen*, Interior Design, BS
Tremaine Fryerson, Ballet/Modern, BFA
Jesus Garcia Palacios, Performance, BM
Emma Garside, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Calen Garza*, Music Education, BME
Olivia Garza, Music Pre-Major
Isabella Ginter, Ballet, BFA
Zoe Goldstein*, Theatre, BFA
Madilynn Gomez, Music Pre-Major
Elizabeth Gonyea*, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Alexis Gosch*, Graphic Design, BFA
Erin Greehey, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Jeremy Greer*, Modern Dance, BFA
Grace Griffin, Music, BA
Samuel Griffith, Theatre, BA
Olivia Gutierrez, Art History, BA
Patterson Guyton, Interior Design Pre-Major
Rylee Hach, Theatre, BA
Olivia Hadad, Theatre, BA
Ava Hager, Modern Dance, BFA
Demitri Halasa*, Music Pre-Major
Meghan Hall*, Ballet, BFA
Brianna Halsema, Music Education, BME
Luke Hammond, Music Pre-Major
Lauren Hanifan, Music Pre-Major
Erica Harkins*, Theatre, BFA
Raychel Haroutoonian*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Michaela Haskell*, Music Education, BME
Maxwell Healy*, Performance, BM
Aung Hein, Studio Art, BFA
Gladis Henriquez, Performance, BM
Sierra Henry, Modern Dance, BFA
Madelyn Hicks, Theatre, BA
Lyn Hoang, Performance, BM
Thomas Holloway*, Music, BA
Brooke Honcharik*, Design Studies, BS
Subin Hong, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Jacob Horton*, Theatre, BFA
Nicole Hoskins, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Riley Huff*, Interior Design Pre-Major
Addison Hurst, Theatre, BFA
Cecilia Hurtado, Interior Design Pre-Major
Rachel Huther, Ballet, BFA
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Lauren Huynh*, Ballet/Modern, BFA
Isabella Icaza, Interior Design Pre-Major
Emily Jackson*, Performance, BM
Anna Jacobson, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Adrianna Jagodzinski*, Music Education, BME
Bethany Jenkins, Modern Dance, BFA
Sarah Jennings*, Studio Art, BA
Jack Johnson, Music, BA
Julia Johnson, Ballet, BFA
Klark Johnson, Music Pre-Major
Delaney Jones, Fashion Merchandising, BS
D'Mariel Jones*, Theatre, BFA
Sarah Jones, Theatre, BFA
Eun Hae Jung*, Studio Art, BA
Maya Grace Karel*, Design Studies, BS
Caroline Kellam*, Theatre, BFA
Kathleen Kelly, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Kristina Kelso Edwards, Design Studies, BS
Bethany Kendrick, Ballet/Modern, BFA
Stevie Kennedy, Interior Design, BS
Theresa Khoury*, Interior Design, BS
Anna Kindred, Graphic Design, BFA
Lucas King, Music Pre-Major
Emily Koch, Music Pre-Major
Avery Kokinda, Interior Design Pre-Major
Lois Kolkhorst, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Paige Kutschall*, Modern Dance, BFA
Joseph Laluzerne*, Ballet, BFA
Natalia Lamson, Interior Design Pre-Major
Rebecca Lang*, Graphic Design, BFA
Caden Large*, Theatre, BFA
Madison Lay, Theatre, BFA
Hannah Le Beau, Theatre, BFA
Roman Leano, Music Education, BME
Susannah Leonard*, Music Education, BME
Zackary Lewis, Music Education, BME
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Abigail Linnabary*, Ballet, BFA
Taylor Long*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Brayden Loosier, Music Pre-Major
Victoria Lozano, Interior Design, BS
Abigail Lund, Graphic Design, BFA
Sydney Lynch*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Erin Macchiarola, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Katelyn Mandich, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Larissa Marks, Theatre, BFA
Austin Marlow, Music Education, BME
Alison Marshall, Ballet, BFA
Lydia Marshall*, Music Education, BME
Ethan Massengale, Theatre, BFA
Meghan McCoy*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Olivia McFall, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Kirsten McFarlan*, Graphic Design, BFA
Benjamin McKean, Music Pre-Major
Abigail McKenzie*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Shannon McLane, Interior Design, BS
Ellie McLoughlin, Interior Design, BS
Audrey McMullen*, Theatre, BFA
Kate McWilliams*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Elise Mendoza*, Theatre, BFA
Ivan Mendoza, Music Education, BME
Harry Meyer*, Theatre, BFA
Marissa Michalak, Interior Design Pre-Major
Madison Miller*, Music Education, BME
Aubrey Millis, Interior Design, BS
Thomas Mitoraj*, Music, BA
Elizabeth Moler, Ballet, BFA
Alexia Montana, Graphic Design, BFA
Stephanie Montes de Oca Frias, Modern Dance, BFA
Ella Moore*, Theatre, BFA
Wesley Moore, Music Pre-Major
Chamberlyn Morehead, Theatre, BA
Alexa Morgan*, Theatre, BFA
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Anna Morgan, Music Education, BME
Victoria Morgan, Interior Design, BS
AliceAnn Mosiniak, Ballet, BFA
Anna Mudd*, Ballet, BFA
Ciera Mueller*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Sean Muller, Music Pre-Major
Sofia Muratalla, Interior Design Pre-Major
Brittany Murray*, Studio Art, BFA
Lotta Mushkatblat, Music Pre-Major
Nathan Musso, Music Pre-Major
Molly Nagel*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Natalie Neale, Studio Art, BFA
Aaron Nease, Music Pre-Major
Hannah Needham, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Clara Neufeld, Ballet, BFA
Madeline Neufeld, Ballet, BFA
Abigail Newlund, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Ken Nguyen, Music Pre-Major
Phuong Nguyen, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Topy Nguyen*, Music Education, BME
Caroline Norton*, Theatre, BFA
Kaitlyn Norwood, Music Education, BME
Sydney Novosad, Theatre, BFA
Anne Oberman, Ballet/Modern, BFA
Elissa Oeschler*, Theatre, BFA
Nicole Oesterreicher*, Graphic Design, BFA
Grace O'Gara, Ballet, BFA
Kennedy O'Kelley*, Theatre, BFA
MacKenzie Olsen, Theatre, BFA
Alfredo Ortiz, Music Composition, BM
Hannah Owings*, Interior Design, BS
Sydney Palomo, Music Education, BME
Lydia Parnell, Modern Dance, BFA
Courtney Parnitke*, Music Pre-Major
Isabella Perez, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Joseph Perez, Theatre, BFA
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Anne Perri, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Madelyn Peterson*, Music Pre-Major
Duc Pham, Graphic Design, BFA
Le Pham, Graphic Design, BFA
Nancy Phillips, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Kathryn Pina*, Performance, BM
Emma Piyakhun, Music Pre-Major
Natalie Ponciano, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Kiera Porrey, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Sophia Power, Fashion Merchandising, BS
David Preston*, Church Music, BM
Austin Probst*, Music Pre-Major
Mikayla Probst*, Music Education, BME
Johanna Quigley*, Theatre, BFA
Mirasol Rangel*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Brett Rawlings*, Theatre, BFA
Gretchen Rea*, Graphic Design, BFA
Julia Reedy, Graphic Design, BFA
Grace Reynolds, Interior Design, BS
Daniel Rhoads*, Theatre, BFA
Preston Rice, Music Education, BME
Rebecca Richard, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Riley Richard, Ballet, BFA
Arielle Roberts, Theatre, BFA
Tiani Robinson, Modern Dance, BFA
Aubrie Rosenkoetter, Ballet, BFA
Suzanne Roudebush, Modern Dance, BFA
Lille Rowland, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Mikayla Rudolf, Ballet, BFA
Jose Ruiz-Gonzalez*, Theatre, BFA
Lester Rushin, Music Education, BME
Ashley Russell, Ballet, BFA
Anna Rutherford*, Music Education, BME
Kaylee Ryan, Interior Design Pre-Major
Gabriel Sanchez*, Music Pre-Major
Olivia Satkiewicz, Fashion Merchandising, BS
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Alejandro Saucedo*, Theatre, BFA
Ryan Sawicki, Music Pre-Major
Josephine Scherer, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Emma Schluterman, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Claire Schoellerman, Ballet/Modern, BFA
Megan Schuh, Modern Dance, BFA
Allowyn Schultz, Theatre, BFA
Trevor Scott, Graphic Design, BFA
Lauren Sears, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Liberty Sementelli, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Catherine Sexton, Ballet/Modern, BFA
Allison Siegwald, Music, BA
Marianne Sikaffy, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Anna-Claire Simpson*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Loghan Slabe, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Brandon Slate, Music Education, BME
Angelina Smith, Interior Design Pre-Major
Danielle Smith*, Theatre, BFA
Sidney Smith, Interior Design Pre-Major
Tatum Smith, Graphic Design, BFA
Kaitlyn Snider, Interior Design Pre-Major
Adriana Solis Rivera*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Jamison Speed, Theatre, BA
Leah Stanfield*, Theatre, BA
Sonya Stasiuk, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Rachel Stegall, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Alanna Stern*, Theatre, BFA
Maggie Stewart*, Design Studies, BS
Alexandra Stout*, Theatre, BFA
Chloe Strain, Music Pre-Major
Lauren Strommer, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Adelynn Strong, Studio Art, BA
Kaitlyn Strother*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Samuel Sturgeon, Theatre, BFA
Jaila Suarez-Lugo, Interior Design, BS
Julianne Tai*, Performance, BM
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Sally Tamez-Martinez, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Samuel Taylor, Music Pre-Major
Mario Terrell, Theatre, BA
Payton Terrell, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Catherine Thompson, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Rebecca Thompson*, Theatre, BFA
Madison Thornton, Graphic Design, BFA
Emily Torkelson, Music Pre-Major
Virginia Tschirhart, Modern Dance, BFA
Sawyer Tucker, Graphic Design, BFA
Abigail Tyree*, Theatre, BA
Katherine Underdal, Interior Design, BS
Omar Urrutia, Music Education, BME
Cameron Vance*, Theatre, BFA
Andrew Vargas, Performance, BM
Taylor Vasek, Interior Design, BS
Anne Vaughan, Theatre, BFA
Martin Vershel, Theatre, BFA
Josh Angelo Villanueva*, Music Education, BME
Jacob VonDeylen, Music Pre-Major
Meredith Vorderbruggen*, Ballet, BFA
Patrick Vu*, Music Education, BME
Kate Vuilleumier, Interior Design Pre-Major
Kerfoot Walker*, Performance, BM
Caroline Walton, Theatre, BFA
Isabelle Wathen, Interior Design Pre-Major
Caroline Watkins, Music Pre-Major
Le Tasha Weathersbee*, Music Education, BME
Jessica Webba, Music, BA
Grace Weber, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Kaitlin Weeks*, Music Education, BME
McKenna Weil, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Garrett Weir*, Theatre, BFA
Sydney Welling*, Interior Design, BS
Tristan Westmoreland, Theatre, BFA
Emma White, Fashion Merchandising, BS
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Emma Wilkie, Graphic Design Pre-Major
Tessa Woerner*, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Heather Wolle*, Ballet/Modern, BFA
Faith Wood, Ballet, BFA
Annabelle Woodard*, Theatre, BFA
Gabriel Woodard, Theatre, BFA
Caroline Woodward, Modern Dance, BFA
Savanna Worthington*, Theatre, BFA
Marielle Wyatt, Theatre, BFA
Elizabeth Yother, Theatre, BFA
Adelynn Young*, Art Education, BFA
Sarah Youngblood, Theatre, BFA
Madeline Zachman, Interior Design Pre-Major
Anne Zeller, Fashion Merchandising, BS
Sarah Zimmerman, Music Education, BME